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Introduction {#bjs543-sec-0005}
============

More than 300 million surgical procedures are required to address the global burden of disease[1](#bjs543-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. Surgical trainees display a wide range of abilities, but many may lack confidence in their ability to perform procedures[2](#bjs543-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} [3](#bjs543-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. Training programme directors believe that many senior trainees are not capable of performing major procedures independently[2](#bjs543-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} [3](#bjs543-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. These shortcomings may be linked to recent changes in surgical training environments, including working time restrictions that limit opportunities for trainees to gain proficiency in surgical skills[4](#bjs543-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}. Systematic reviews and meta‐analyses[5](#bjs543-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} [6](#bjs543-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} suggest that these restrictions have not improved patient safety in relation to surgical procedures, with some[7](#bjs543-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#bjs543-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#bjs543-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} suggesting increased complication and morbidity rates. Reduced training opportunities and skill proficiency may be contributing factors[4](#bjs543-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}.

Simulation‐based task training (SBTT) provides an effective, risk‐free method of skill acquisition during surgical training and may reduce time to achieve skill proficiency[10](#bjs543-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. Despite its value, SBTT suffers various limitations, including prolonged time requirements with modest effect sizes and variable long‐term retention of skills[10](#bjs543-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} [11](#bjs543-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. Defining methods to enhance SBTT holds the potential to accelerate training and optimize achievement of competency in complex skills such as surgery.

As a minimally invasive technique with quicker recovery and shorter hospital stays[12](#bjs543-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, laparoscopic surgery has become standard for many procedures. Laparoscopic skills are difficult to acquire, with loss of depth perception, lack of tactile sensation and altered hand--eye coordination being contributory factors[13](#bjs543-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}. The Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) programme uses SBTT to teach laparoscopic skills[14](#bjs543-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, and performance speed and accuracy may be associated with intraoperative performance[15](#bjs543-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} [16](#bjs543-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. Complex motor skills such as precision cutting and single‐incision laparoscopy are difficult to acquire and also prone to decay[17](#bjs543-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#bjs543-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#bjs543-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#bjs543-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}. Improved strategies to optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of complex surgical skill training models are required.

Transcranial direct‐current stimulation (tDCS) is a form of non‐invasive brain stimulation that delivers weak electric currents to the cortex via two scalp electrodes[21](#bjs543-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}. When paired with motor skill training, stimulation of the motor cortex with anodal tDCS safely enhances skill acquisition of a wide range of tasks, often with large effect sizes[22](#bjs543-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} [23](#bjs543-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and long‐term skill retention[22](#bjs543-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. Neuroimaging and neurophysiology studies are beginning to elucidate the possible mechanisms behind this enhancement of learning[24](#bjs543-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}. The application of tDCS concurrent with simulation‐based tumour resection training has been shown to enhance acquisition of the skill[25](#bjs543-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. This novel finding suggests the potential value of tDCS in medical training. Applying tDCS to enhance the acquisition of complex SBTT skills, such as those required with laparoscopic surgery, has not been investigated. Establishing an ability to enhance surgical skill motor learning could benefit medical training and patient outcomes.

The present study aimed to determine whether tDCS could enhance the acquisition of laparoscopic skills. Based on the ability of tDCS to enhance simple motor[26](#bjs543-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} and complex tumour resection[25](#bjs543-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} skill acquisition, it was hypothesized that anodal tDCS over the dominant primary motor cortex would enhance the acquisition of two FLS skills.

Methods {#bjs543-sec-0006}
=======

This was a double‐blind, randomized, sham‐controlled, single‐centre trial (<http://clinicaltrials.gov>, NCT02756052, 30 March 2016). Participants provided written informed consent. The University of Calgary Research Ethics Board approved all methods, which were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Recruitment e‐mails were sent to first‐ and second‐year medical students, encouraging those with an interest in surgical specialties to participate. Respondents were screened for exclusion criteria (neurological or neuropsychiatric disorders, neuropsychotropic medication, previous brain stimulation, implanted metal or electronic devices, or pregnancy). Trial objectives and possible side‐effects of tDCS were described by a standard script given to participants. Baseline characteristics including age, sex, self‐reported handedness, previous laparoscopy experience, and musical instrument and video game experience were recorded. To optimize motor learning[27](#bjs543-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, competition and reward were invoked by awarding the best performer on each task an additional \$50 coffee gift card (all received \$20).

Outcomes {#bjs543-sec-0007}
--------

Primary outcomes were the FLS pattern‐cutting and peg transfer tasks[14](#bjs543-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}. These validated tasks represent unimanual and bimanual skills respectively, and are sensitive to improved performance throughout surgical training. Pattern cutting required the use of a dissector and endoscopic scissors to cut a marked circle (4 cm in diameter) from a 10 × 10‐cm two‐ply gauze. Peg transfer required the use of two dissectors to transfer six pegs to each end of a pegboard and back. A previously established scoring system[14](#bjs543-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} was used. For both tasks, time score was the completion time in seconds subtracted from a cut‐off time of 300 s. Standardized error scores were calculated as the percentage area deviation from a perfectly cut circle (10 per cent deviation = 10 s penalty) or the percentage of pegs dropped outside the field of view (1 of 6 pegs lost = 17 s penalty). A total score was calculated by subtracting the error score from the time score. Proficiency scores for each task were based on previously established values[28](#bjs543-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. All repetitions were scored in real‐time and video‐recorded. Two blinded assessors independently scored video recordings and the mean was used. The Purdue Pegboard Test (PPT)[29](#bjs543-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} defined baseline motor function and served as a safety measure to ensure no decline in function of either hand.

Intervention {#bjs543-sec-0008}
------------

The trial design is shown in Fig.  [1](#bjs543-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a. The PPT was performed with each hand. Participants watched a 2‐min orientation video for both FLS tasks, in which the task was performed by an experienced surgeon. One repetition of each task was then performed (baseline) on a FLS Trainer System (VTI Medical, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA).

![**a** Trial design. Participants performed the Purdue Pegboard Test (PPT) and one repetition of the peg transfer and pattern‐cutting Fundamental of Laparoscopic Surgery tasks. **b** Stimulation montage. The anode was positioned over the dominant primary motor cortex (M1), and the cathode over the contralateral supraorbital area](BJS5-2-70-g001){#bjs543-fig-0001}

The same tDCS set‐up was performed on all participants. The anode was positioned over the dominant primary motor cortex (C3 or C4, 10--20 electroencephalography electrode system) with the cathode over the contralateral supraorbital area (*Fig*.  [1](#bjs543-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *b*; *Fig. S1*, supporting information). Participants blindly selected a randomization code envelope that was opened only by the investigator applying tDCS. Anodal tDCS was delivered through 25‐cm^2^ saline‐soaked sponge electrodes using a DC stimulator (neuroConn, Ilmenau, Germany).

Training then consisted of eight repetitions of each task performed in an interleaved manner (A‐B‐A‐B...), suggested to enhance laparoscopic skill acquisition[30](#bjs543-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}. Each repetition consisted of performing the task to completion. No feedback was provided during or after the task. Short breaks of approximately 60 s were permitted between repetitions. Stimulation was initiated with the first training block according to published standards[31](#bjs543-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} by the same experienced investigator. In both sham and anodal tDCS conditions, current was ramped up to 1 mA over 45 s. Anodal tDCS was maintained at 1 mA for 20 min. Sham tDCS was held at 1 mA for 60 s, followed by a 45‐s ramp down to 0 mA. This sham method produces identical scalp sensations without inducing changes in cortical excitability, and provides effective blinding in tDCS trials[32](#bjs543-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. The sham tDCS group acted as a control to examine the effects of laparoscopic training alone in skill acquisition.

Immediately after the last training block, a final repetition was performed to obtain post‐training scores for each task. The PPT was then repeated. Participants completed a brain stimulation safety and tolerability questionnaire, ranking sensations using a visual analogue scale (0, not present; 10, intolerable). Participants were asked to guess whether they had received anodal or sham tDCS.

Participants returned 6 weeks later and performed one repetition of each task to assess skill retention.

Sample size {#bjs543-sec-0009}
-----------

Sample size calculations were based on previous work[25](#bjs543-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} examining the effects of tDCS on neurosurgical skill acquisition. The application of tDCS concurrent with training of simulation‐based tumour resection resulted in a skill acquisition enhancement of approximately 10 per cent. Combined with typical mean(s.d.) changes in FLS scores of 110(10), α = 0·05 and power of 85 per cent, it was estimated that 18 participants per intervention group would be required (36 in total).

Statistical analysis {#bjs543-sec-0010}
--------------------

Demographics and baseline characteristics were compared using χ^2^ or Fisher\'s exact and *t* tests, as appropriate. Following confirmation of a normal distribution (Shapiro--Wilk test), pattern‐cutting and peg transfer scores were compared across time (baseline, after training, retention) and intervention groups using two‐way repeated‐measures ANOVA with Holm--Sidak *post hoc* corrections. Post‐training scores were compared between groups using *t* tests. Proportions reaching predetermined proficiency levels were compared using χ^2^ or Fisher\'s exact test. Paired *t* tests evaluated score decay between post‐training and retention, and changes in PPT from baseline to post‐training. Proportions and severity of tDCS sensations were compared (Fisher\'s exact test and *t* tests respectively). Significance was identified when *P* \< 0·050. Hypothesis testing was one‐sided, based on the predefined hypothesis that tDCS enhances skill acquisition in a wide range of tasks. Analyses were performed using SigmaPlot® version 12·5 (Systat Software, San Jose, California, USA).

Results {#bjs543-sec-0011}
=======

From March to July 2016, 44 students expressed interest, of whom four were excluded for scheduling conflicts. One participant was unavailable for retention testing. Population characteristics are shown in *Table*   [1](#bjs543-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Baseline motor performance did not differ between the groups. One participant in each group had minimal laparoscopic experience (less than 10 min), one (in the sham group) spent 8 h per week playing instruments, and three (2 sham, 1 anodal) spent more than 8 h per week playing video games.

###### 

Demographics and baseline characteristics

                                                                 Sham tDCS (*n* = 19)   Anodal tDCS (*n* = 20)
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------
  Age (years)[\*](#bjs543-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}                   24·7(3·3)               26·3(4·1)
  Sex ratio (M : F)                                                     9 : 10                  9 : 11
  Handedness                                                                           
  Right‐handed                                                            17                      18
  Left‐handed                                                             2                       2
  Year of medical school                                                               
  First                                                                   12                      9
  Second                                                                  6                       10
  Third                                                                   1                       1
  PPT score[\*](#bjs543-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}                                      
  Non‐dominant hand                                                   15·2(2·1)               15·1(1·6)
  Dominant hand                                                       17·0(1·8)               16·8(1·5)
  Peg transfer score[\*](#bjs543-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}           102·6(52·0)              97·1(61·5)
  Pattern‐cutting score[\*](#bjs543-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}         68·3(62·9)              71·1(75·4)

Values are mean(s.d.). tDCS, transcranial direct‐current stimulation; PPT, Purdue Pegboard Test.

Pattern cutting {#bjs543-sec-0012}
---------------

Pattern‐cutting learning curves are shown in *Fig*.  [2](#bjs543-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *a*. Scores improved for all participants during training (*F* ~2~ = 172·99, *P* \< 0·001). No differences were seen between stimulation groups across all time points (*F* ~38~ = 1·071, *P* = 0·311). After training, participants who received tDCS demonstrated higher mean(s.d.) pattern‐cutting scores than those in the sham group (207·6(30·0) *versus* 186·0(32·7) respectively; *t* = 2·143, *P* = 0·022). Compared with established proficiency scores (98‐s completion time, corresponding to a score of 202, assuming no error), the proportion achieving 100 per cent proficiency was 55 per cent (11 of 20) for tDCS *versus* 32 per cent (6 of 19) for sham (*P* = 0·200) (*Fig*.  [2](#bjs543-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *b*). The proportion reaching 90 per cent proficiency was 85 per cent in the tDCS group and 58 per cent in the sham group (*P* = 0·083). Neither group demonstrated decay in pattern cutting from post‐training to retention testing: mean(s.d.) score from 186·0(32·7) to 198·6(29·0) for sham (*P* = 0·132) and from 207·6(30·0) to 206·4(26·8) for tDCS (*P* = 0·971). Mean(s.d.) change at retention times did not differ between sham and tDCS groups (13·4(26·5) *versus* −0·2(29·4) respectively; *t* = 1·477, *P* = 0·154).

![**a** Learning curve for Fundamentals of Laparscopic Surgery pattern cutting concurrent with sham or anodal transcranial direct‐current stimulation (tDCS). Values are mean(s.e.m.). **b** Proportion of participants achieving various levels of pattern‐cutting proficiency at post‐training evaluation with the application of sham stimulation or anodal tDCS. \*P = 0·022 (t test)](BJS5-2-70-g002){#bjs543-fig-0002}

Peg transfer {#bjs543-sec-0013}
------------

Peg transfer learning curves are shown in *Fig*.  [3](#bjs543-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *a*. Scores improved for all participants during training (*F* ~2~ = 117·18, *P* \< 0·001). No differences were seen between stimulation groups across all time points (*F* ~38~ = 0·276, *P* = 0·603). At post‐training, participants receiving tDCS demonstrated slightly higher mean(s.d.) peg transfer scores than those receiving sham (210·2(23·5) *versus* 201·7(18·1) respectively; *t* = 1·262, *P* = 0·111). Compared with established proficiency scores (48‐s completion time, corresponding to a score of 252, assuming no errors), no participant achieved proficiency. The proportion achieving 90 per cent proficiency was 35 per cent (7 of 20) for tDCS compared with 5 per cent (1 of 19) for sham (*P* = 0·039) (*Fig*.  [3](#bjs543-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *b*). The proportion achieving 80 per cent proficiency was 75 per cent (15 of 20) with tDCS *versus* 53 per cent (10 of 19) with sham (*P* = 0·191). Both groups demonstrated decay in PEG TRANSFER from post‐training to retention testing: mean(s.d.) score from 201·7(18·1) to 181·9(35·1) for sham (*P* = 0·021) and from 210·2(23·5) to 193·4(21·6) for tDCS (*P* = 0·002). Mean change at retention times did not differ between sham and anodal tDCS groups (−17·2(36·9) *versus* −19·4(15·7) respectively; *t* = 0·230, *P* = 0·414). There were no differences in performance between left‐ and right‐hand‐dominant participants for either task.

![**a** Learning curve of Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery peg transfer concurrent with sham or anodal transcranial direct‐current stimulation (tDCS). Values are mean(s.e.m.). **b** Proportion of participants achieving various levels of peg transfer proficiency at post‐training evaluation with the application of sham stimulation or anodal tDCS](BJS5-2-70-g003){#bjs543-fig-0003}

Inter‐rater reliability {#bjs543-sec-0014}
-----------------------

Assessor scores agreed within 1 point of each other in 94 per cent of cases, and within 2 points in more than 98 per cent of instances.

Safety and tolerability {#bjs543-sec-0015}
-----------------------

There were no serious adverse events. Interventions were well tolerated, with mean VAS scores of 1·06 or less for all sensations (*Table*   [2](#bjs543-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Itching was most common, occurring in 24 (62 per cent) of the 39 participants. Sensation proportions and severity were comparable between groups with the exception of burning, which was more common (9 of 20 *versus* 2 of 19; *P* = 0·033) and less mild (VAS score 0·67 *versus* 0·16; *P* = 0·031) for tDCS compared with sham.

###### 

Sensations and tolerability of transcranial direct‐current stimulation

                Proportion of participants reporting sensation   VAS sensation severity ranking[\*](#bjs543-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                    
  ------------ ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------------ ------------ -------
  Itching                             9                                                           15                                   0·105   0·84(1·26)   1·06(0·89)   0·151
  Burning                             2                                                           9                                    0·033   0·16(0·50)   0·67(0·91)   0·031
  Tingling                            4                                                           10                                   0·096   0·37(0·76)   0·71(0·85)   0·128
  Discomfort                          5                                                           9                                    0·320   0·37(0·68)   0·33(0·48)   0·826
  Pain                                2                                                           2                                    0·999   0·05(0·23)   0·05(0·22)   0·971

Values are mean(s.d.). VAS, visual analogue scale; tDCS, transcranial direct‐current stimulation.

Fisher\'s exact test;

*t* test.

PPT scores did not decrease in either hand, regardless of intervention. The non‐dominant‐hand PPT score increased significantly in sham participants (from 15·2(2·1) at baseline to 16·3(2·1) post‐training; *P* = 0·002), and the dominant‐hand PPT score showed a trend towards an increase (from 17·0(1·8) to 17·5(1·8); *P* = 0·054). In the tDCS group, both non‐dominant (from 15·1(1·6) to 16·1(1·8); *P* \< 0·001) and dominant (from 16·8(1·5) to 17·6(1·9); *P* = 0·021) PPT scores increased significantly. Change in PPT score did not differ between treatment groups. When asked to guess their intervention allocation, 30 of 39 participants responded 'unsure'. When forced to guess, assignment was correct in 23 of 39 guesses.

Discussion {#bjs543-sec-0016}
==========

This double‐blind, randomized, sham‐controlled trial suggests that tDCS may safely enhance simulation‐based laparoscopic surgical skill acquisition over a single training session. In accordance with the hypothesis, effects of tDCS on acquisition of primarily unimanual pattern cutting were demonstrated, with possible effects on bimanual peg transfer skills. The study supports the need for additional trials combining non‐invasive brain stimulation with simulation‐based surgical skill training potentially to enhance procedural skill learning in surgical trainees.

The recent shift to competency‐based medical education has emphasized the development of structured training opportunities and enhanced skill acquisition[33](#bjs543-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. Trainees must now demonstrate competency for required skills specific to their specialty in order to advance to certification. Changes in surgical training curricula involve procedural skill acquisition and the ability to demonstrate competence[4](#bjs543-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} [34](#bjs543-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}. Working time restrictions can have major impacts on training times, estimated to be approximately 6 months over a 5‐year residency in North America[35](#bjs543-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}. Techniques to enhance acquisition of surgical skills are required to overcome these modern challenges in medical education.

Supplementing operating room practice with SBTT provides trainees with risk‐free opportunities to accelerate their skill learning[15](#bjs543-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} [16](#bjs543-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, but at the cost of additional time and risks of decay or poor translation to the operating room[10](#bjs543-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. Such challenges are important for more complex skills such as laparoscopy[18](#bjs543-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} [20](#bjs543-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#bjs543-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}. Existing training strategies including motivation, feedback techniques and redistributed practice opportunities have modest effect sizes[10](#bjs543-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} [37](#bjs543-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#bjs543-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}. Importantly, neuromodulation is compatible, and possibly even synergistic, with such approaches.

The effects of tDCS on primarily unimanual pattern cutting, but not bimanual peg transfer tasks, were somewhat expected and may relate to anodal tDCS application over the dominant primary motor cortex with preferential effects on dominant hand function. Anodal tDCS over the dominant primary motor cortex may enhance the acquisition of purely unimanual simulation‐based tumour resection skill[25](#bjs543-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. The finding of enhanced pattern‐cutting skill acquisition supports these previous findings. In contrast to unimanual skills, the peg transfer task requires approximately equal use of graspers, whereas pattern cutting clearly distinguishes a non‐dominant 'holder' hand with the dexterous cutting movements executed by the dominant hand. Despite this, there is evidence that unilateral motor cortex anodal tDCS can improve the function of both hands[23](#bjs543-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} [39](#bjs543-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}. Alternate stimulation techniques such as bihemispheric anodal tDCS may yield greater effects on bimanual skills[40](#bjs543-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}.

The present study demonstrated significant effects of tDCS on pattern‐cutting scores. Although the reported differences appear small (an approximately 20‐point difference), these may be meaningful improvements. A previous report[14](#bjs543-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} suggested that pattern‐cutting scores of 212 *versus* 188 distinguished the performance of laparoscopic surgeons *versus* fifth‐year residents. This parallels the scores of 207·6 *versus* 186·0 for sham *versus* tDCS in the present study. Smaller effects were seen for peg transfer, and no participant achieved peg transfer proficiency. It is important to consider that these effects were seen in a single short training session. Multiple days of tDCS‐paired training may lead to larger effects on skill acquisition, particularly on peg transfer, as demonstrated by previous reports of enhanced motor learning[22](#bjs543-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} [23](#bjs543-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. The FLS curriculum suggests a mean number of repetitions required for peg transfer proficiency of 57 (range 26--80). Here, participants performed ten repetitions of the task. Despite the low dose of training, more than one‐third of those receiving tDCS reached 90 per cent proficiency, compared with one in 19 for the sham condition. The relative lack of skill decay from post‐training is encouraging, and might be further improved with higher doses of training. Reports of tDCS‐enhanced skill retention typically apply stimulation over multiple days of training, possibly facilitating retention through consolidation[22](#bjs543-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} [23](#bjs543-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}.

The application of anodal tDCS over the primary motor cortex is thought to modulate cortical excitability[21](#bjs543-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}. Increased spontaneous neuronal firing and synaptic efficacy induced by direct‐current stimulation may strengthen neuronal connectivity through long‐term potentiation‐like mechanisms[41](#bjs543-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#bjs543-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#bjs543-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}. These mechanisms may potentiate motor learning, which is also thought to depend on long‐term potentiation‐like plasticity occurring in the motor cortex[44](#bjs543-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}. Modulation of the motor network, including the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, supplementary motor areas and basal ganglia, has been implemented in motor learning[45](#bjs543-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} [46](#bjs543-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. Modulated synaptic efficacy[43](#bjs543-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and cortical connectivity[47](#bjs543-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} between these regions may facilitate tDCS‐enhanced motor learning. It is also important to consider that the tDCS montage applied here involved passing current through a large anode to a large cathode. Two important mechanistic implications arise from this. First, the electric fields induced by tDCS combined with large electrodes are non‐focal, and it is likely that widespread cortical and subcortical stimulation occurred. This stimulation pattern leads to difficulties in drawing conclusions of the brain regions that must be stimulated to enhance skill acquisition. Second, the prefrontal cortex may have reduced cortical excitability, implying that cognitive processing and planning regions may be influenced by the anodal tDCS montage. Error rates (dropping of pegs or off‐target cuts) did not change throughout the training session, suggesting no concerns of reduced function.

The possible integration of tDCS into training curricula and large multicentre trials is feasible. Short courses and tutorial videos[48](#bjs543-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} on the safe application of tDCS are available. Current evidence[49](#bjs543-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} supports the safety of tDCS. In more than 30 000 stimulation sessions of nearly 10 000 subjects there has not been a single serious adverse event, supporting the application of tDCS in training. Sensations associated with tDCS were tolerable and similar between sham and anodal stimulation paradigms, suggesting favourable tolerability and effective blinding concealment. The slight difference in burning sensation suggests cross‐over designs or application to non‐naive tDCS subjects may risk partial awareness of allocation and should be considered in future trials. Simple solutions, such as soaking electrodes in weaker concentrations of saline, have been shown[50](#bjs543-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} to improve sensation tolerability, possibly providing more effective concealment.

This study has limitations. It relates only to simulation‐based training, although the same methodology has demonstrated transferability to real surgical skill[15](#bjs543-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} [16](#bjs543-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. Skill acquisition greatly benefits from instructor feedback, and combining tDCS with more formal feedback methods requires further study. The sample consisted of medical students rather than surgical trainees. Senior residents and fellows typically possess greater skill, and whether tDCS can enhance skill acquisition at higher levels of training remains unknown. The effects of tDCS were examined only from a single training session, whereas surgical skill training occurs over years, with repetition. tDCS motor learning studies have typically demonstrated larger effect sizes over multiple days of training. The application of tDCS throughout an intensive skill‐based curriculum may yield larger effects.

This preliminary investigation provides evidence of feasibility and possible efficacy, and future studies examining the effects of tDCS on surgical training across procedures, specialties and levels of training appear warranted.

Supporting information
======================

###### 

Fig. S1. Example of the transcranial direct‐current stimulation setup for a right‐hand‐dominant participant. The anode (blue sponge, red cable) is positioned on the scalp overlying the approximate area of the left primary motor cortex. The cathode (yellow sponge, black cable) is positioned on the right supraorbital area. The sponges are held in place by a plastic head strap

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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